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anyone after the group had left 'llivenhoeHouse?

No.

You said a polj,ce dog was taken out of the V8..-1'l-and not used. iN

~bat actually happened? How long was the dog out of the van and

was any attempt made at all to use it on the demonstrators?

~ describe in detail what happened?

Please

The police van was parked so that the back of the van was onto

the lawn. I was standing around here. I saw a policeman come

to the van and take a dog out on a lead. Immediately I saw this

happen I went over the group and shouted to them that the dogs

were about to be used but on looking back there was no evidenc~

about policemen or doge.

That is all we want to ask. I think you have heard me say this

already bMt if subsequently reading the e.vidence which has been

given you are displeased or want to challenge something let us

know, preferably in writing, and we will follow it up. Is there

anything you would like to point out from what you haveheard

already?

No. I do feel sufficiently stron1o/about one thing which I would

like to mention although I cannot vouch for the validity of this

and that is in,Mr. Lilley' ,sreport Hr. Pring is accused of being

amongst the demonstrators and in fact I beli~ve that ~~. Pring

was in York that day.

l,veare not trying to establish a list of people. who were there

bU t we will bear th':lt in mind.

.. ... if

I don't know whether you heard the general introduction I gave to

Hr. Archard

of this and

to ~;ay that you should bear in mind the :t:importance
. . ' h' what Yo~saw andbwbat YOU heardand what

dlstlnguls lng Detween/~~RXYoU eIleve to De true.

saiq that we have a dual role~ first to enquire intoI have also

the facts and then to Cross examine you or cha~lenge various

allegations which may have been. made either orally o~ in writing.

Yonr evidence starts off by describing the ~Jay in which lectures

of the Chemistry Society are picked and I think you mention a kind

of Committee which meets.

Yes.

iI'
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\:Jere you 'actually present at the meeting of the Committee at which
Dr. Inch was chosen?

This may not beR too clear in my account. I was present at this

Committee meeting but in fact this was one of the lectures which

was left entirely to the students themselves to arrange so this

particular lecture was not actually discussed at the meeting.

\

Professor Bradley's state$~ that the students organise three

lectures of more general interest each year ,and this was one of

them. So you took no part in the inviting of Dr. Inch?

No,this done entirely by the student secretary.

I think we ought to take you straight to the day before, 6th May.

I gather :i,.t was from Professor Bradley that you first learnt

the possibility of a demonstration?

of

Not entirely. I actually heard of it from Dr. Greenslade but it

was in the conversation with Professor Bradley.

and it was on that day, 6th, that you agreed to take over as
Chairmanl

Yes.

Your discussions \1ith ftIr.'dyatt took place on ~th May, just between

you and Mr. Wyatt?

Yes. I asked to see Hr.Lilley but it turned out thatMr. \Ilyatt
was dealing with this.

Now to the change of venue. I think we do want to know what

influenced you xx in coming to this decision and why you took

that decision.

I thinkonehad heard all sorts of rumours floating about that

there might be some difficulty at this lecture. One source of

this had been transmitted to Professor Bradley and this was what

sent me down there. IvTr. i'lyatt told me that he himself had

received independently a hint of trouble so we discussed these

collective points and I am not sure whether it was he who

suggested to me or I suggested to h:Lm tha t it might be a good
idea to move the lecture. However, the upshot of the conversation

was ~hat we,~greed that the lecture s~ould be moved.
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You agreed that it was a good idea. vfuy was it a good idea?

We started discussing what would happen if there was a ma,jor

disturbance, for example, could we get the speaker away easily

if there were a major disturbance and it was fairly clear that

the Lecture Theatre Block was not a good place to get a speaker

away from in an emergency so this undoubtedly came into the

conversatiQn.

Because of the narrow entrance?

Yes, and if one wanted to get a person out it would be over the

hillside and so on.

..
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Where these rumours distinguishable that this was to be a

demonstration or did you have actual, one can't really say,

w~'ll say actual rumours, but was it mentioned that this

was the intention of this was to prevent the lecture or was
~

it. just came to you as a d~nlonstration?

Yes, I'd no knowledge at that stage of just what was going

to happen and perhaps jumping ahead one bit this really

influenced the question of whether the police should be

on the site or not because we just didn tt know what was going

to happen.

When you heard the rumours did you hear rumours of a demons1mtion,

a violent demonstration or a non-violent demonstration or was any

other adjeotive used?

I think that the words essentially used were that something was

going to happen, this was I don't know what.

The point I want to pursue is to take you up on one point of your

evidence. Have you got it in front of you, page 2?

Yes.

Halfway dOvm, 'Accordingly I asked Dr. Bowden to inform the

s~cond years of this change at 3.45 p.m.' You see that

sentence?

Yes.

It is a slightly ambiguous sentence and I would like you to

tell me what it means.

Yes. I think that this is one of the difficulties with the

geography of the place. Most of the Chemistry Department is

up in VJivenhoe House and I had taken the line that we would

announce the change of venue as late as possible.

So just stopping you there because I want to come back to this~

CAt 3.45 p.m.')is not the time at which you asked Dr. Bowden but

the time at which Dr. Bowden was to make the announcement?
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I see your point, yes. So that obviously I spoke to him soon

after lunch on this point.
,.

Was it tl1erefore in your mind to foil the demonstrators by doing

a last-minute change?

Yes, I think what I had in mind was to ensure that essentially

chemists turned up which is what they always had done in the past.

In general we have had very few outside seminars.

And so your hope was that by announcing the change as late as

possible that the demonstrators wouJ.dn't know where the meeting

was being held.

Yes, that was so.

Are you aware of this? (refers to written evidence)

Ye.

You are, in fact, countermanding the phrase at the bottom?

I .wou:j..dnot say that, in fact there vms a party of six-

formers from Maldon Grammar School arrived, and I think

you could read the \-Jord'bona fide' visitor into that.

There was also a visitor from May & Baker at Dagenham who

arrived.

Dr. Bowden was to give the information at 3.45 p.m.?

Yes, round about then.

Did the met3sage to Professor Gordon' s secretary also import

a time?

F~om recollection, I think I rang Professor Gordon's secretary

at about that time myself and asked her to pass the news round.

Stating that she should do it?
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Well, whether she could find any people in the department

and tell them that the lecture had been changed.

You wanted the information spread to people in the

q.epartment?

In'the department, yes, acting in the knowledge, of course,

uhat not many people in that part of the Chemistry Depart-

ment would ell interested any way.

Gan I go back slightly earlier when you discussed the

arranging of the lectures, you said that the students

normally arranged lectures of more general interest?

I Rm not sure that I said that. I think that the Chairman

~aid Professor Bradley said that.

would you agree with this, and would you say that in

~sing the phrase 'more general interest' you would still

confine this to Chemists?

Yes.

You would not say thatCmore general interest) extended

outside the range of Chp-mists?

I think that, from your o\~ experience, you will probably

know that sometimes it does and sometimes it doesn't.

I know my experience, but other people don't know my

experience.

The general lectures this year involved, for example,
!J'ive.

if I migh fLan example, a general lecture also 6rranged

by the students was 'Some Forens~c Aspects of Drug-

taking'. That was.-'oneof the general lectures, a third

was 'Haterials for Aero Space Application' .

Could you tell us whether a member of the University~

seeing the announcement of this meeting, and seeing the

title which I understand was 'Chemical and Biologic~l

Properties of Toxic Chemicals', and being told that

Dr. Inch was from Porton Down - would it be reasonable
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for a member of the University to believe that Dr. Inch's

talk might have had something with Chemical Warfare - that

is to say there w~s a possibilitYJ~ given the title

and where Dr. Inch had come from.

If you mean a non-chemical member of the University, then. ~

you would have to ask a non-chemical member of the

University. It does not necessarily follow.

The understanding of this title is that it might refer

. t~ something quite non-military but it might refer to

something with military implications -

I think in retrospect you could say if he \",a.6.going to

talk about something military, he should have made it more

clear in the title - I agree with you to that extent.

It is a slightly ambiguous title - it could be almost

al1ything.

To a non-chemist like myself, the word 'toxic' suggests

that it could have been something military although not

necessarily so - would that be a reasonable interpretation?

That would be a reasonable interpretation, yes. At some

stag~ or other, but I have not put it in my afd.davit,

I should like to explain what I thought he was goin& to

lecture on, and this will perhaps ansv.er your query.

Could you now or later define the chemical sense what is

meant by toxic - we discussed this on Friday - I was

called upon for a definition, in an effort to show the

~ange that could be described by this word.

I thin.1<basically that alLchemicals are toxic, and this

is the problem, that even commdn salts are toxic in

sufficient quantities, and hope that has answered you~

mlestion.

We broke off in the middle of your discussions with Mr. WYatt

and am I putting it fairly if I say yqur decision to change
VI~Wbk-M:;~

the venue was motivated firstl;yby theLLecture The.atreBlock

would be unsuitable if a quick exi~ was required, secondly,

trat a change of venue might foil the demonstrators,and
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thirdly, as you state very fully)that it was a practicable

~roposi tion?

Yes, I think that one could even add a fourth which was

that since most of the Chemists appear to be based at

Wivenhoe House, and these were usually the people that

went to such lectures, that it would not inconvenience

~ny of them.

Did you convey this decision to Professor Bradley?

Yes, I told him of this before. He departed about lunch-

time and I told of this just before lunch - we discussed it

and he seemed to agree \'/ith me that this was a good thing.

Y:et he says here in his evidence that he was not entirely

happy with it?(Ref. 1, Page 2).

r think that that may be the case, but I was only able to

tell him of the facts very quickly, and of course he had

J1ot been down to see Hr. Wyatt with me and had not spoken

to people in the Valley. So that I can. only say that he

was not in full IJossession of any possible rumours.

Your inl3tructiorlS then to Dr. DOlt/den and Professor Gordon's

secretary were given that morning - about lunch-time?

;~o, I said I rang up Professor Gordon's sec~etary myself

some time ne8.r 4 p.m., but I ha.dspoken to Dr. BOlJo,denat

~bout lunch-time.

')hendid yon ring the secretary?

..t about 3.45 p.m.

Would you be prepared to say that in the discussions you

hild \>lith 1'11'.'rJyatt,one of J'outook the persusldingpart in
t,:ryingto postpone the lecture, and the other was being

persuaded, or was it purely a two-way dialogue which resulted

~ the decision or consensus that the lecture was to be moved,

i.e. viaS the idea in one of yam' minds and then the other

person was persuaded or was this not the case?
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No, I think we had a very reaGonable conversation - if
yQU like to put it as a two~way conversation, that wus

110w it went, it was not one person's. idea more than the
other's.

YOu discussed the problems you were facing and came up

with the solution together?

Yes, I think that is fair enough. I think that one must
say the decision probably rested viith me rather than

with him, but it was a two-way conversation.

I want to ask you about your item 3 on page 2. The porters

'were instructed not to prevent anyone from entering the

],ecture room.

porters';

Did you give any instructions £x«mx to the

Yes, I conveyed that'to XkRx~~xXRxX Mr. Davis and this was

one of the things I had spoken to Professor Bradley about

and his view to me was that if people wished to come in

to heckle or to raise questions they should be allowed to

do so and perhaps let off steam and I think this'was the
basi::; for that decision.

You are quite certain though that Hr. Davis was instructed
to ~dmit non-chemists?

He was instructed not to prevent anybody from enteringthe
room.

Look at item 26. There are two points that arise. First

of all, fourth line, Mr. Davis did not admit anyone through

thes(~ doors. We have not heard from Hr. Davis but it does

6eem clear from t::le evidence Il1lehave received that in fact

:entry throu8h the main doors was prohibited.

in defianceof your instructiJons'i

Would toat be

Yesi.well, let me put it this way.

allowed to put an impression';: -
Hy impression - am I

,Yes, of course.

My impression w~~ that he may have attempted in a sort of

unofficial ',.Jay to dissuade people coming in those doors.
,~ "--'". ___ii
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, , ,»

" VI'. 'rillett said that this was t.obe Cl depi:1rtmental meeting.

Do you remembersaying that to 1'11'. Davis'?

No, 1 do not think I would have used those \-:ords but I think

Iwquld have :t:!iIRuse~~~ords i:ikR that it was a stl~dent chemical

societymeeting. I cannot recollect too clearly my exact words.

I had "had several conversations with him that morning, butI

don't think I would have used the words'departmental meeting?

This is my recollectionanY\'iay.

Ei therin the preli.minary instructionsor nearer the time) as it is

~lot quite clear v/hen you are meant to have said this?

No. I am not clear on that point. I certainly don't think I

used those words.

To some members of the University the words departmental meeting

would be taken to mean .3meeting of the staff of the department

to discuss matterf3relating to the academic progress of the

dep<;irtment. You did not wish to convey that impres;::;ion to ~Jr.
Davis when you were giving him those instructions~ vJould that
be true'i'

That would. be true but I think you are reading more into it,

I M!tN:i:i'l/think that is not necessarily the meaning of the words
\

'departmental meeting?

No. I knovl it is not necessaril:r a defined meanirw but it
would convey that impressionto somebody to whomthosewords
were addressed.

I am not. ,3\Ire whether that i", ~ c'mjecture or a point of view.

I mean, we have departmental colloquia. It could well be tilat

such d meetin::~ \",ould b e c..~lled a departmental meeting.

Are you suggesting that the wor~sCchemistry department)and

'chemistry society> to Hr. Davis might not be eJistinguishable'?

I would not like to SI;JearwhetherI said this or not. I don't

recoll,:-,ct saying it c.i3ndTdon' t think I would have used the words

(departmental meetiu€;) in that particular event.

Did you at any time before 4.30 - we will come on to after 4.30
in a moment - take any decision or give any instruction.,rwhich
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would have the effect of banning ti1e demonstrators if they in fact
found out and came?

Therefore th~ answer to th'c1.t is no. I had made it clear to Mr.

Davi~ that we would not prevent other people from entering.

Was Dr. Bowden aware of this decision?

I told him and obviously that afternoon we had many conversations

about this.

You say quite rightly because We have alreadyhad one piece of

evide.nceto tha.teffect that the news got around, the news of the

chan~e in\'venue in fact [5Ot around around lunch. time, but you can't

help us as to how that happened? I ha.d better rephrase that

question. It is fair to say that everyone who has given evidence

seems to hl~ve found out a.bout the meeting, the changed' venue,
about 4 o'clock except Dr. Capey, who we have not hea.rd from but
he do;es say that be found DID aut a.boutlunchtime. Can you help
us as to how:~Dr...Capey or anyone else found?1t6outthe changed venue','

He may havl'j ~V~J:'hea.rd the c()nv@I'§l4tion~ g@tw§§n pg§§il;jly mYeH~j,;f
fuul g'th@l'e.

'O~tlmt ~~~in i§ ~ §m~ll point. You ~AYit tr~nspir@d tfi~t your
deQi~iQn W[II,@known after l1.m.oh(ptil.ee 2), Iti t1-116just PfiH,)I1!.\.H'.I€.tof'
what ~ou'lulVe hea.rd oinee',

T10. This was from a student who told me that it was known down

the v~lley immedia~ly after lunch. .'t..4J.
~'" ...;'

. F ~ .
L)

To go baCk to the point about whether any decision was made to

bar the meetin~ to non-chem~sts. Dr. Capey says that (towards
TIq9:e 1 0 f

the bottom o~/reference number 12) when some people, presumably

a gro\1p of demonstrators,entered tI,emeeting Dr. Bowden told them

that this was now a closed lecture fo~ members of the Chemiaal

Society. From what he told us, if indeed it :lS true that Dr.

Bowden said that, that was contrary to any int:(~htion of your own.?

I thihk we can best "deal.with that in thefollo",ing wily: perhaps

we cml go vorward to the time when we were essentia.llyassembled

for".the...J,ectv.re .-. Ipon' tknow'i'lwhetherthis is in order - we had
; .. .

the 11f>r:'malcomplement as it ~'Jere sitting dowhr<ready to listen to
the'lect.ure. As far as one could judge qlost of these were chemists.

In raft J think they almost. all were and having introduced the. - ~- ~
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Bpeak,er. NO\\T in the lIieantimewe had observed just prior to going
"

into a:he lectare room convoys of people trudging up the valley and

so just prior to announcing the speaker Dr. Bowden said to me that

he wohld go out and keeI"an eye on things and to see just what If,as

happe,ning. So he had slipped out ,at that moment. Then in terms of

time I then introduced the speaker.

Just one moment, I\./antLo break dOvm what happened at the meeting.
Fr€€""'4.11t

Just .on the point that HichaelL raised, when he slipped out had you

'given any instruction or he made any suggestion about preventing

entry?

l~o.

I am just trying to discover whether Dr. Bowden did actually say

this as we have several witnesses villosay trBt someone s~id
I '

some thin:;::'of that nature and '.rJhetherit really was entirely on

his own initiative. Erom YOUl' evidence it seems' that it may well

have been.

Fioflever, I do v/ant t.J GO Cl lU.tle bit forward in Cl minute to tre

quest.ion \\There ;,le werE: both at the door tryingl to prevent over-

cro\ ding of t.he room \'ihen both he and I were then tliuR trying to

prevent too many people coming in.

C,m I GO throutjhit stage by stage'?

Can I come back to this document, riGht at the bottom. ~1/ould it

be true to say that this notice is normallyput at the bottom of

fiuch a dOG'il!!Lmt advertising a meeting of the Chemistry Society

with Some vie\\'to bolstering its attendance and that i:1.view of

the rumour:-swhich \'Jere eirculating [j new interpretation, W!;;sput
on this~visitors are ets« welcomJ phrase? i.e. that in the normal

eV9nt :;°11 would be prepared to accept anybody attendinGthe lecture

(Jut in the specificcircumstancessurroundingthis lectureyou felt

it necessl'iry from the point of view of good or-tler to restrict the

visitors somewhat~

I think \,!e hi-we not come to that faint yet.
'I

That dlIR notice is

done blank,-the title of the lecture and 1ecturer is filledin for
to

every"meeting and some of the"e ure !:;ent outL neighbouring institutions
and sever:tl 'lce pinned up in the Uni versi ty but I thirL'k it; means what

it sCJ.ys, visi to?'.3:u'(:; 'rJ(:~lc(),m,")'act as I saidbefore one reads into

that [ thizlk bona fide visitors :Z:RxgRxexax interested in the lecture.
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So :Wend: you would defin.e bona fide £1.,0;anyone interested in the
lecture';

,
',4el1:,all right. I have probably got tied up in legalitiesand

the;Chairman might \irish to straighten me out. This is my

personal interpret,~tion of that and it is a fairly reasonable one.

Hay I just put a very specific point~ I am an economist and if

I happen to be interented in the chemical and biological properties

of toxic chemicals there would be no objectit-:m to my attending tIle
lectl1res?

140.

'rhis has confused me a little becaUE\C there is some discreliQncy

behvec,n trlat a.Dswer you have given and the policy decision "lhich
you JrJade. Is it right then to say that although you felt Llwt

you might have the right to excluae demonstrators as not being

bona fide ¥isitors, you neverthelesstook thedechoion that they
should be admit t.ed? This is again tB.lhing about prim'to 4.30.

NO"11ets get this str',ight. G'enf:)rally VJ8 1"rould welcQme visitors

and we don I t turn vi-si tors EJway. UsuEllly 1:he88',.vi6i tors are
chemi.stf3 from (O188,'lh8re. I have said earlier that we discussed

t 1c1' ",I IJ'"1'+ "Lr' tJ l " I ' n Ol
O n'" of " con l ", C ) OI"n '" '1

'
n '.o t" l L' r e a m T' 'le'" ,:}~, '.. ~... .', ~., . L., .t. l J.' , t E) L. . "... J ,-', .L

discussed this 'IJith professor Bradley and V-le agreed t11.'-,t if

people v,ere going to come th(;,yshould be al1o'tledto b101,-Joff

steam if they vrmted to by ecklin.g and \:If-,Dt have you and I

thin}, it was a piOUE;hope on our part that by doing thh, they

wouldstillnot prevent the l':)Gt'i.1"e fc'()l'] being givBn but would
be:,a.ble to blo1."i off steam.

;Some, points r1ave been raised in these documents and by Hr.

j-,rchard in his ve:cbcJ. te.';i;:i.mony yestercl-<>y that the COJli'3tit:utional

position that this lecture was arrtmgedby the Chemical Society.

Ye:s.

And such accordin:; tl1.R to thl" Union Hef!,Tllations regarding

soc~etie3 of the," Union .should be open t:) all members of tbe Union.
Dif; you in fact take:iJhis into account ordi:Nx~~Hxmat k:MQ.wxa~0:MX

~ tl ' , t 1 . 1.
. 1 "

t 1
",jer(~ you aware 01 ,"-'-lS '1/1en ,a.UD[ po lCY (eCls:l.OnS EiS ~o wno
r;{lOuld be allowed in:

I thiclc you have just heard up to now that policy decisions were

tha~ llobo:ly E3hould 118 excluded, so pq,sJlmEtb;b:z ",t~l\n!l:KJ.fa.~F~:M0:
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this was not in contr£l,vention of anything.

:.:/?

I. think 1. ought to point out thut ia not up to ua N to:'fdecide

\olhetherthe demonst.ratorshad 11 le[';al right to be admitted or
not.

I just wanted to clear up how they viewed~the situation.

Coming no\v th the start of the lecture. One point that has

comr.~ up about vlhat happened before the entry of the demonstr8tors

~ slightly confused me; let)s £:,0 through it chronologically.

You made your introduction to the assembledgathering wl.lich

nunibered about hOvl many'j'at that time? Ji

thirty to forty.
>

Occupying all the seats?

Host of~:.the seats leaving one or two (~mpty.

I believe Dr. Inch startedhis talk by sayinG -do tell me if

you disagree - that the title waG not of his own choice but one

that had been given to him, e:iven to the society,. T t:hink, by

hit, head of department.
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Hell, in fact I cannot now recollect whether he started or not.

Before wee;et to the entry I just want you to turn to document 21,

the evidence of Hr. Houghton, page 2, the passage which says that

Dr. Tillett introduced Ihcp who stood up and said a few sentences.
,.

If I can summarise the,.dffect of this evidence; it is that. Roughton

came in before anybody else because he was able to .hear you give..

your intro~uction. But at the'time that he came in a."large

cluster of people were already behind the main doors in the

Committee room ai"guing with Hr. Davis and' Dr. Bowden.i,;,Ijo;you

remember when Dr. Bowden left you?

No. I am afraid I don't.

I think you said earlier that you saw the derrollstrators making

their way over or groups of people making their\iay

b ', '.

tl t . t .that ... D B d t. ecaus~;' you saw la' ~ was ~aH!{,J..HS.l!!r. ow '.en wen

I don't think he left me then, in fact. 'v-Ie then went into the

lecture room and I think he went out then .)ust(;as we were about

to start the lecture. \.
......
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,'le1':e you aware in fa,ct as you VlerE' making your' introduction of

any commot:ion 1::,"0in d; on behind thedoor<;

No, ribt Hxxfx~ the first time, no~.

"'Jas the main double door closed~

Y_8S. Both doors\vere closed vlhen I was making the first intro;..
du<:;tion

It .seem::- that the side door opened after Dr. Inch had said a
fcw words. LJhat \-JaS your first rea.ction and what do you remember

saying':' -. '\~hen people first came in, sa;ying or doing?

I can only recollect moving; in that. direction towards the door

but I can"ot reco1Hect in fact just what I did say. The only

th:Dng that struck! me at the time was the numbers of people

involvedat the door and that is the only thing thatstruckme.

I noticed again in 21 in the Same paragraph that you asked the

people what they wanted. (21, page2.)

\Je11, I may 1:lell have done.

Itfis also alleged that you said that this is not the Inch

meeting?

Oh j no. That is, that must 6e absolutely incorrect.

That the Inch meeting 1,~as off?

No.,

And that this \1/13Sa meeting 0 l' Chemis try department staff?

No that is qui Le incorrect.

VIe have already referred to these words Cherr:istry department,
.-'1.. . t d t t t" . I t ' ., the 11 t .or IJ11emlS -ry epar men, me8 lng, -rUQ'\. Y3H!: a ega -lons were

m8.~e both abOl:tt you and Dr. BO'Jliden Did you atan;l time - now

we are talking about the time v;hen the demonstrators 1:/ere coming, ,
in - use Uese words, Chemistry Department meeting?

This is a di fficult thing to answ:,r. I think we \'Iere then under

cotmiderable apprehension asto vlhat\vas soing to happen) so I
think one has to say one might have said all sorts of things
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tn a puni ti ve attempt to limit the numbers of people cominc; in.

I think it waE; the numbers of pebple that were essentially
rz,ther Cl lot.

)
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How many people could have been reasonably contained within the

room for a lecture of durchtion of one hour toonehour 13.nda half?

I would have thought tht3.t. 60 \<.18:Sa comfortable m13.ximum.

How m13.nise13.tswere in fact made available?

T could not really anS\ver thi3.t. Obviously we could find out how

many seats there 13.reusually in there,

In view of the fact that the rumours suggested that there may be

more than the normal number of visitors was the accommodation

incre,ased above that which is normally set out?

No, it waan't.

I am trying to discover what was in your mind as you eventover

to the door as they came in, you did go over to the door as they

came in?

Yes.

I am trying to discover wh13.tW13.Sin your mind as you did that.

We h13.ve 13.sort of stepping stone which was at some point as you

said that the room was cetting over full. It is really before

that time that I am concerned with.!

I still had it in my mind th13.twe would allow people in to heckle

and so on but not to the extent of overcrowding the whole meeting

and in subsequent events we said 0 K lets have some round the sides

and so on even if it means standing but it then got XXM to the

stage \.Jheremore and more people 't/erepouring in and this sort of

res-sonableloading;of the room then became unreasonable.

Did you at any time durin:; or prior to the meeting attempt to find

out 'dhat ',lasthe maximum number permissible with rega.rd to fire

regulations'?

No.

You sai,d just nOiN that you might have used various argumentsto

t~y and limit the numbers. Does that mean tha.tyou don't remember

whether!.you raised the argument that this was a closed meting or

Chemistry Department meeting aT did you :3NxtXH~X definitely not?
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l\Jo, I certainly rec?ll :3ayingto one chap that this 1IJas9. Chemical

Society meeting and he then countered with the argument that such

meetings should be open to all members of the UniversitY,and more

or les~-3:.brushedpa,stand that was the end of that protest.

That was tOlllarcEthe he ginning?

Yes that was towards the beginning, th'C,t particular person, I know

his face, more or less.the next time I tried to cut off people

coming in(as ! think t said in my evidence)I cut across a half of

the IvIe,ldonGrammar School a.nd there were plaintive ple:'J.8that some

of the m were in and some weren 1t and these of course were reasonable

visitori and so I let them in.

At some time you did shut the door?

I think it was not shut until everybody was in"

In what manner did you cut off these people? ,

I just ?ttempted to cut the Naldon GrE1.mmar:School off like that,

this W!'3.Stowards the end but because of their insistence I let

them in. E,arlier on 1:JhenI attempted to stop this fellow coming

in ,whom I had questioned about this being a Chemisal Society

meeting'I was standing in front of him preventing him f~om coming

in with the door open but after th:J.twe neve~ got it closed again.

There was just a continuous stream of people coming in.

So you made two attem~ts to stop entry.

in front of this person.

One was when you stood

Yes;

Be was hot the firstpe~son, or WfJ.t:,he' the head of the crowd?

I would not like to say. At that stage I think Dr. Bowden was

there and he and I were both attempting to prevent this crowding.

Do you know what this person's name is','

I can find out. I recognise his face.

. ~,.
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And the,second time wa.s when you put your hand across and in fact

found that you had: cut the Grammar Sch061.:D:

These ate the two times that I recollect.

'""hen you said that this Wi3Ba Chemistry Societymeeting to this

earlier arrival was it then in your mind that you might try and

prevent the entry of the demonstrators by saying in 3.sense that

it was a closed meeting?

I think I am not ~lear what in my mind. I think it was becoming

very evident even at that stage that there was not much we could do

about it anyv.ray.

Hr. Houghton (page 2, ref 21) att:dbutes three statements to you.

Do you ~tate categorically that you made none of those three

statements?

Do you mean this was a meeting of the Chemistry Department staff~

I certainly did not.

\dhat were your motives in physically tr;yingto prevent people

entering the room? Was it solely for the reason of overcrowding

or were there other reasons?

I think qui,te frankly that we did not vJant the meeting in any way

to be broken up. This was a lecture which we wished to listen to

in the normal way.

1,tmat"'Ja~it that suggested to you that the lectu:!:'ewould be broken

up rather than that people would just heckle./whichis permissible?

I thin~:it was probably the numbers that started to appe~r that

conveyed this impression.

You were concerned to preserve the meeting.

Yes.

Could y~u estimate the number that were in the ro~m when you

to star~ the meeting?

I am su!e other people can(estimatethat better th~n

several"rows'.;standing :round the sides and I would

there wire at least 80 then, possibJ,y 100.
3 " -
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v.'e migh r. be able to establish finally the conversation you had

with the person at the door (turn to ref 20) ~.r.Rogers' evidence,

. Rogers may well be the person you spoke to. He puts it a

little bit the same way as you do. He says that you first said

(bottom of page 2) please remember that you are here as the guests

of the Chemistry Department.

words the guests?

Do you yourself remember using the

bpE}n
I seem to recollect that they may have/made by Dr. Bowden.

not think I used them.

I do

A rejoinder which you made to the argument that it was an open

meeting and the words are quoted and your reply was to the effect

that the lecture was now being sponsored by the Chemistry Department?

I certainly cannot rec01aect that firmly in any way. (page 2 at
the bottom)

You. might like to comment on that exchange generally.

I do not recollect it. 'fhere was certainly some conversation, I

think it was Sr. Bowden who said please remember that you are

guests of the Chemistry Department. I do not rec~ect making

any conversation on the lines that this was now being sponsored

by the Chemistry Department. This may have been read into this

remark about the guests of the Chemistry Department.

The most you can actually remember about remarks actually made

by you at this stage was that you would have said that this was

a Chemistry Society meeting?

Yes, I am pretty certain that this was what I taxed this particular

person with.

Do you remember at what point Dr. Bowden rejoined you? .

He was plear1y with me at quite an early stage as these people

started to come in through the door.

what stage.

I don't know at exactly

As the people were filing in do 'you recollect any noise of shouts

or anytping being said as they were coming in by anyone?

No, I can't say' that I do.
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Would YQu describe it as an orderly file coming in apart from

the resistQnce':to any attempts to stop them?

I think so.

In Dr. Lewis' evidence you tried to shut the doors but
Dr. Lewis'
evidence
l'3.stline

on first page
were pushed away. Is that accurate or not?

I think based on what .1 said I probably attempted to shut the

door but the number of people coming in was probably so great as

to prevent this. I don't remember an actual incident of myself

trying to shut the door.

Might this have been the time when the grammar school girls were

coming in?

No, it clearly was not that time, because I only attempted to

do that with my hand but it is possible that the trickle of people

(the group of people had died to a trickle momentarily) I then

attempted to shut the door.

I am really ,trying to get a general picture of what you were

doing. It seems to me that you made attempts of the kind that

you mentioned to stop the flpw but were not continuously trying

to resist the entry. Would that be correct?

I think that is clear, and I think the reason for this is that

it was clearly an impossible ta8k and I was really just making

a gesture now and again.

Did everyone enter by the side door? 11

I believe so, of the later people, yes.

. double .

Do you remember :Lf the maln;a:oors were closed?

I believe they were.

You reintroduced Dr. Inch. Was that on your own initiative or

was i~ because someone suggested it to you?
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I think I may have used such words as perhaps I'd better

introdufe the speaker a::;,,;,in.

to reintroduce him.

I think I"did that, and decided

I am afraid we are going to have to tax you quite a lot on the

convers?tion between you and Dr. Inch and Dr. Bowden and others

while the indictment was being read. You described that you

had conversations and I would like to go into it in more detail.

How did you react when the indictment began and at what stage did

you start conversing with people?

I think when the indictment was started was when Dr. Inch was

standing up. He was standing up because he MXX had just stood

up to lecture.

At the front of the room facing the audience were how many people?

Do you I'neanwhen the lecture was on?

Yes, how many people were on the platform?

I am no~ qu,ite clear about that~ The speaker was there. I had

at some stage been standing next to him to introduce him and I

am not sure whether I had actually gone somewhere else to sit

down or get out of the way while he was giving his talk. I cannot

actually recall that now. \~"erever he was I more or less moved

Over to him immediately and I think the gist of the conversation

was that I apologised to him and he said let them continue. So

we stood there for a bit. We were joined somewhat later in the

conversation in the group by Dr. Bowden for a spell, Professor

Gordon was also in the vicinity and essentially after a period of

time we were sizing up the situation and I said to him I don't

think we are going to be able to hold the lecture today and he

agreed with me and I se.id you might as v/ell leave.

'das Dr. Lewis in this group?

He did get up at some stage, yes. In fact I think he said to me

why don't we go ,and hold the lecture in the Department, and that

is all cah recall him saying.
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Vlha.t ""3,3 your reaction to that suggestion?

I thought thelt, based on vlhat 1,Jehad already seen , it wa$a foolish

suggestionsince we \1I'0ulo then tn.h:e the troubleinto the laboratories,
so in fact I discounted thTc ideo..

':Jhatwasyour reaction to Dr. Lewis I statement that we decided to ref 17
page 2remove Dr. Inch. Do you think thi,s fairly describes the situation';'

No, I don't think that fairly describes the situation.

Did you propose to Dr. Inch that he should leave?

Yes.

As the result of conversations you had had with how many people?

This is very difficult to say Various people were coming up to

give advice and so on, what they.thought vJaS advice. Probably three

or four people had spoken to me about it. I think they all gave me

the same advice but I do not think I was particularly influenced by

thelll. It seemed to be clear to me that we were not going to be able

to hold the lecture in t"1e normal way and Dr.Inch agreed with me

that there was no point in ~ontinuing and so we decided to abandon

the lecture:

Dr. Inch Is attitude was one 1£!b: falling in with your plans'?

Yes. j~s I say at the start he WDB quitel:Jreparedto listen for a
..

few minutes to this being read but I think enough is enough and

we realised that there '.,rasgoing to be no quick finish to it.

'dasit discussed among you , because you did not know how long it ~

was going to go on for, that you should hear it out?

ITa.

w~y did you think that it had become clear that the scheduled

lecture might not h,9.v0 gone ahead at some point?

I'think it was that the norm5l lecture procedure had already been

interrupted and the man had been given no chance to even start his.
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lecture and as I said before we would have been reasonably happy

to have had heckling or questions or what have you.This had

interrupted the normal lecture procedure.

At that st3.ge did you consider anything in the room indicating that

there would be any violence?

I think essentially :no.

but the answer ia no.

1dehad this large group of people there

It would not have been for the speaker's physical safety that you

suggested he left?

At that ~tage no.

As far as the audience' r;reaction to the indictment was concerned

we have heard that there were one or two comments made presumably

by members of the Chemistry 30ciety) one or two rejoinders from the

demonstrators. ',-Duldthat be more or less in line with what you

heard as far as interruptions are concerned?

There W'3.Sa bit of interchange going on.

Did you make any announcements about Dr. Inch's departure?

No.

It has been said by a number of people that you-did.

No I didn't.

better.

I took the view that the sooner we slid out the

Did you discw3s vvith Dr. Inch before the meeting the:,possibility

that there may be some interruption?

Earlier that afternoon 1 said to him that there were rumours

that there might be some sort of trouble but at that stage I still

did not know iJiHI:k of l:!hat order or magn:L tude it would be but I

felt th""t it was only right to warn him.

~hat was his reaction to this?
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From recollection I thirik he had been at a meeting elsewhere where

there had been a certain amount of shouting and he said that this

sort of thing did not worry him too much.

But he didn't at that time say that he preferred to leave the

meeting if it went in this direction?

This was not discussed because He did not know what was going to

happen.

In the ensuing commotion after YOllr departure was foiled) as I

gather from your evidencG)your movements were that you alone

slipped out of the door and went round to see ~~. Davis?

I think the problem was that the first thing seemed to be to get

the speaker out of the room. As you gathered, there was a movement

to prevent him leaving the room and this constituted various things

such as obstruction at the door and so on and I had it in mind that

if only I could get assistance from some of the porters we could

smuggle him hut of the side door and off to safety.

When you said various things like obstruction at the door what was

there apart from obstruction?

~
As I attempted taLwith Dr. Inch towards the door somebody eertainly

shouted out that Dr. Inch is leaving or attempting to leave and

there appeared to be some jostling gain's on round the door and at

least one person certainly sat down in the doorway to attempt to

block it, so I interpreted this as meaning that any movement to

get Dr. Inch out would be obstructed.

The door at this moment was closed?

I am not sure.

But you managed to slip out of it:?

Yes. In fact the door must definitely have beem open. I do not

recollect opening it, I merely squeezed past the people there.

You went round to f~. Davis who was in front of the other door still,

was he '?
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No he was not there then. He was somewhere between the bar and

towards ,the foyer.

And you again managed to slip in?

Yes.

Very generally, apart from the emptying of the mustard tin which
II'I~

"Je knoltJabout kras physically i;oing on - I am not concerned with

noise at the moment - apart from obstruction? Did you notice any
. .. f. t . . d

'
t ,. 1 "fE!:: t .. t mere bt t. fslgnl lCan lnCl en's VJl1lC'lW<1K0 no JUS &E!!IlR &J& () S TUC lon 0

the doorway'?

I think other than the mustard and so an, essentially no.

Can you recollect what you heard going on at this stage - I am

talking about noise now?

~o)I find it very difficult at this stage.

Do you remember that there was charl~ing of slogans going on?

I cannot recollect this.

\',Then YOll finally did extricate Dr. Inch from the room with whose

assistance did you do it?

1vhatessentially happened wa~;that we had gone back to Dr. Inch and

were standing with him and at the doorway, at the side door,

appeared Fir. Davis and several of the porters and we therefore

edged the speaker in that direction ~.mdthe porters pushed their

way in and we were able to get him out.

'.Chere has been talk of a sit down.
I-

~1b.atdo you say about that'}

You said that one person was sitting down.

I think I am fairly haz.y about just what did happen.

recollect one person sitting there.

I certainly

Do you remember if most of the obstructors were standing or iiEmost

of the pbstructors were sitting down?
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I would-have thought that by thedqor there)probably very few

people sitting. I seem to remember more struggling through a

mass of people.

You did not in fact see any violence offered by either side?

Not really, not at that stage.

-----------

About the content of the Lectv~. You say that Dr. Inch would

not talk about any military matters but this is where I want

expert m~xtexs evidence from you. Would you say that the ti~le

of his talk was wide enough - you have got the title, Chemical

and Biological aspects of toxic chemicals. That title is so

broadly stated that some reasonable man, not a chemist, might

reasonably think that it could include military matter5. Would

you agree with that"as a proposition?

It is very difficult to say after the event. I don't think I

know of a chemical that can properly be regarded as non-toxic

so that I would not have interpreted this to have any connection

whatsoever with ~,,(.~tio"S of warfare, but obviously this is speaking
as a chemist.

In fact the talk could have been about almost anything, it seems

to me?

Just about, yes. It is very broad.

Because most chemicals have certainly chemical properties.

most chemicals also have biological properties~

Do

Inevitably.

I don't know whether our colleague wants to ask further about the

title or whether we have got it clear in our minds .now. On the

rumours that camete you on ~ay 6th you say that t1r. Evans first

reported the possibility of a demonstration?


